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Abstract Ab initiomethod based on density functional theory
at PW91PW91 level has been applied in studying the geomet-
rical structures, relative stabilities, and electronic properties of
small bimetallic AunBe

+ (n01–8) cluster cations. The geomet-
rical optimizations indicate that a transition point from prefer-
entially planar (two-dimensional) to three-dimensional (3D)
structures occurs at n06. The relative stabilities of AunBe

+

clusters for the ground-state structures are analyzed based on
the averaged binding energies, fragmentation energies, and
second-order difference of energies. The calculated results
reveal that the AuBe+ and Au5Be

+ clusters possess higher
relative stability for small size AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters. The
HOMO-LUMO energy gaps as a function of the cluster size
exhibit a pronounced even-odd alternation phenomenon.
Sequently, the natural population analysis and polarizability
for our systems have been analyzed and compared further.

Besides fundamental interest, extensive study of such spe-
cies over the past decades has been motivated by their
potential technological application in areas such as optics
[1, 2], catalysis [3, 4], and photography [5]. Particularly, the
impurity-doped clusters always exhibit more favorable and
typical aspects of chemical activities than their host pure
metals [6, 7]. Among the candidate systems that have been
investigated, the doped gold bimetallic clusters attract more
attention because of their particular physical and chemical
properties and broad technological applications in almost all
aspects of daily life [8–17].

In order to enhance the stability of gold clusters and
improve their chemical activities, a great number of inves-
tigations on different impurity doped gold clusters have
been performed [18–20]. For example, Yuan et al. [21]
investigated the structures of AunM (n01–7, M0Ni, Pd,
Pt) clusters and found that the doped atoms can considerably
alter the geometrical and electronic properties of the pure
gold clusters. Zhang et al. [22] reported that M@Au6
clusters (M0Sc–Ni), where the transition metal atoms are
located in the center of Au6 ring, could be used as a new
nanomaterials with tunable magnetic moment. The struc-
tures and the electronic properties of Au19X clusters (X0
Li, Na, K, Ru, Cs, Cu, and Ag) have been studied by Ghanty
et al. [23]. As for doped gold cluster cations, the studies of
cationic photofragmentation mass spectrometry (PMS) [24]
on AunZn

+(n02–44) clusters elucidated the anomalous sta-
bility of Au5Zn

+. Theoretical studies of neutral and cationic
AunZn clusters have been carried out by Tanaka et al., who
predicted that all of the lowest-energy isomers of AunZn
(n≤6) clusters and their cations are two dimensional (2D)
structures similar to those of pure Au clusters [25]. Janssens
et al. [26] using the cationic PMS investigated the stabilities
of the [Au5X]

+ (X0V, Mn, Cr, Fe, Co, Zn) clusters and the
strongly enhanced abundance were found in them. Bouwen
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Geometrical configuration

Introduction

Clusters containing atoms up to a few thousand represent an
intermediate between single atom and bulk materials.



et al. [27] and Heinebrodt et al. [28] studied the bimetallic
AunXm

+ clusters (X0Cu, Al, Y, In, Cs; n01–65, m01, 2).
Beryllium is a high melting, high boiling metal, with a

rather high enthalpy of atomization. Beryllium-containing
materials gained high importance in many key technologies
including nuclear fission and nuclear fusion, radiation sour-
ces, high temperature ceramics for microelectronics, and
high-performance alloys for naval, aircraft and space tech-
nology [29, 30]. Due to these unusual properties, theoret-
icians have extensively investigated beryllium clusters, and
in particular, the dimer is a benchmark problem for quantum
mechanical computations [31–33]. When one or two beryl-
lium atoms are doped into neutral gold clusters, these
corresponding isomers display an obvious even-odd alter-
nation due to the closed opened-shell effects [34, 35]. Then
we think about when one beryllium atom is doped into the
cationic gold clusters, whether their structures and proper-
ties differ from those of the cationic bare gold clusters? And
to the best of our knowledge, no systematical works for the
bimetallic AunBe

+ clusters have been found. In this case, we
have systematically reported a density functional theory
investigation on the small size bimetallic AunBe

+ (n01–8)
clusters compared with those of the cationic pure gold
clusters. In this paper, the geometrical structure, growth-
pattern behaviors, relative stabilities, electronic properties,
and polarizabilities of the small size AunBe

+ (n01–8) clus-
ters are investigated systematically. The geometrical optimi-
zations indicate that a transition point from preferentially
planar (two-dimensional) to three dimensional (3D) struc-
tures occurs at n06. The calculated binding energy, frag-
mentation energy, second-order difference of energy, and
the HOMO-LUMO gaps of AunBe

+ clusters show the same
even-odd alternation tendency against cluster size. Further-
more, the natural electron configuration and polarizability
have also been analyzed and compared further. It is hoped
that our theoretical study not only would be useful for
deeply understanding the influence of local structure on
material’s properties, but also can provide powerful guide-
lines for future experimental research.

Computational methods

Geometrical structure optimizations and frequency analysis
of AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters have been performed by the
density functional theory (DFT) method using the GAUSS-
IAN 03 program [36] with the (Perdew/Wang 91)
PW91PW91 [37] functional. The PW91PW91 model allows
to obtain remarkable results both for covalent and noncova-
lent interactions in a quite satisfactory theoretical framework
encompassing the free electron gas limit and most of the
known scaling conditions. In present calculations, full elec-
tron calculation for the Au atom is rather time-consuming.

Then, the basis set labeled GENECP are the combinations of
LANL2TZ (f) [38] and 6–311+G (d) [39, 39] basis sets
which are employed for the Au and Be atoms, respectively.
As we all know, the relativistic effects play a primary role in
the structure and energetic of Au-containing clusters. For
Au, the relativistic effective core potentials (RECP) devel-
oped by Hay and Wadt [38] are chosen to represent the
inner-core electrons, whereas the outer core orbitals (the 5
s and 5p) are explicitly included in the Au valence shell. In
this present work, our exchange-correlation functional is
combined with the LANL2TZ (f) effective core potential
and corresponding valence basis set. The reliability of cur-
rent computational method has been tested by comparative
calculations on AuBe and Au2 molecules. The calculated
bond length, and vibrational frequencies are presented in
Table 1. It can be seen that the results based on PW91PW91
method are agree more with experimental values than
others. This indicates the suitability of current computation-
al method to describe the small size AunBe

+ (n01–8)
clusters.

In search of the lowest energy structure of cationic
beryllium-doped gold clusters, the previous studies on pos-
itive gold clusters and neutral AunBe clusters are first
employed as a guide [35, 42–44]. A great many of possible
initial structures, which include one-, two- and three-
dimensional configurations, have been considered in geom-
etry optimizations and all the clusters are relaxed fully
without any symmetry constraints. A large number of iso-
meric structures are obtained by placing/capping the Be
atom on each possible site of the Aun host clusters as well
as substituting one Au by the Be atom from the Aun+1. The
larger sized cluster also can be obtained by placing one Au
atom on Au+n-1Be clusters. Due to the spin polarization,
every initial structure is optimized at various possible spin
multiplicities. It is worth pointing out that all of the clusters
are found to prefer the lowest spin state. In order to confirm
that the optimized geometry corresponds to a local mini-
mum in potential energy, each of them is followed by an
analysis of harmonic vibrational frequencies. By this way, a

Table 1 The calculated bond length (r) and frequency (ωe) for the
AuBe+ and Au2 clusters

AuBe+ Au2

Method r (Å) ωe (cm
−1) r (Å) ωe (cm

−1)

BP86 1.99 575.49 2.52 176.21

PW91P86 1.98 681.97 2.52 178.00

B3LYP 1.99 653.97 2.55 169.47

PW91PW91 1.98 678.31 2.52 176.60

Experimental 1.98a 667.70a 2.47b 191.00b

a Ref. [40] DK CASPT2 calculation
b Ref. [41]
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large number of optimized isomers for AunBe
+ (n01–8)

clusters are obtained, but here we only list the few energet-
ically low-lying isomers for each size in Fig. 1. In addition,
the isomers of the ground-state Aun

+ (n02–9) cluster are
also displayed in Fig. 1 for comparison. All charge popula-
tions were obtained with the natural population analysis
(NPA) [45, 46], and the highest occupied-lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO) gaps of the most stable
isomers of AunBe

+ (n01–8) were also obtained from
PW91PW91 method with the identical basis set.

Results and discussion

Geometrical structures

A number of optimized low-lying isomers for AunBe
+ (n0

1–8) clusters are shown in Fig. 1, and their corresponding
relative energies, symmetries, and electronic state are sum-
marized in Table 2. According to the energies from low to
high, these isomers are designated by na, nb, nc, and nd,
where n represents the number of Au atoms in the AunBe

+

clusters. Meanwhile, in order to examine the effects of
dopant Be atom on gold clusters, geometry optimizations
of Aun

+ (n02–9) clusters have been carried out using the
identical method and basis set. The lowest-energy structures
of Aun

+ clusters are also displayed in Fig. 1.
According to the calculated results, the AuBe+ isomer

with 1∑ state is manifested to be the lowest structure in all
possible spin states, and the equilibrium bond length is
1.982 Å, which fits well with the results of Barysz [47]
(1.982 Å) and Pyykkö [40] (1.983 Å). We calculated bond
length of AuBe+ using CCSD(T) method again, and the
result is 198.4 pm which is agrees well with our previous
calculation. Because AuBe+ has a single bond, it should be
compared with the single-bond covalent radii between Au
and Be (226 pm) which was performed by Pyykkö [48, 49].
The curiouse difference may be because Pyykkö’s covalent
radii is the composition of ground-state electronic configu-
ration, but AuBe+ contains some excited states. Equilibrium
bond distances of AuBe and AuBeˉ are also calculated using
the identical method and basis set, and the calculated result
are 2.053 Å and 2.170 Å respectively, which are both longer
than that of cation (1.982 Å). The calculated results for the
dissociation energies of AuBe and AuBeˉ dimer indicate
that the Au-Beˉ bond is stronger than the Au-Be and
Au-Be+ bonds.

All possible initial structures of Au2Be
+ clusters, i.e.,

linear structures (D∞h, C∞v), and triangle structures (acute
angle or obtuse angle) are optimized as the stable structures
at PW91PW91 level with the different spin multiplicities.
The linear 2a isomer with D∞h symmetry is found to be the
most stable isomer. The bond length of Au-Be is 2.07 Å and

the corresponding electronic state is 2∑u. The 2b isomer
with an obtuse angle is 1.30 eV higher in energy than the
2a isomer and it has Cs symmetry. When one Au atom of
ground-state Au3

+ cluster is replaced by Be atom, the trigo-
nal 2c isomer in quartet spin state is obtained. In addition,
the 2c isomer with the lowest spin state can not be found in
our calculations.

Among the Au3Be
+ clusters, both of the two distorted

rhombus isomers 3a and 3c can be obtained by replacing
different Au atoms in the most stable Au4

+ cluster. They
have the same C2v symmetry and 1A1 electronic state, while
the former is 1.97 eV lower in energy than the latter. When
one Be atom capped on the ground-state Au3

+ structures, the
Y-shaped isomer 3b emerges, in which the Be atom lies in
the apex position. However, it is less stable than 3a isomer
by 1.58 eV.

With regard to the Au4Be
+ clusters, the most stable

structure (4a) is a planar structure with 2A1 state and C2v

symmetry. It can be obtained by adding one Au atom to the
3a structure. The W-shaped 4b isomer with incompact struc-
ture is energetically higher than the 4a isomer by 1.88 eV.
When one Be atom is capped on the ground-state Au4

+

structures, planar structure (4c) is generated. The average
Au-Au bond length of 4c isomer is 2.709 Å, which is longer
than that of the ground-state Au4

+ cluster (2.686 Å). It hints
that the capped Be atom makes the average Au-Au bond
length of Au4

+ cluster elongated. The planar isomer (4d) can
be obtained by adding one Au atom to the 3b structure.
From Table 2, one can see that the total energies of 4c and
4 d are 2.41 and 2.65 eV higher than that of 4a isomer,
respectively.

In the case of Au5Be
+ clusters, four isomers are shown in

Fig. 1. Isomer (5a) with 1A1 electronic state and C2v sym-
metry is obtained by substituting the Be impurity for one Au
atom in the ground-state Au6

+ cluster. In order to reach the
minimum of potential surface, the impurity atom has shifted
along the gold atom original position. The 5b isomer, in
which the Be atom is in the center and surrounded by five
Au atoms, can be obtained by adding one Au atom to the 4a
isomer. So it has high symmetry (D5h). The 5c isomer,
which can be viewed as the Be atom is capped on the side
of the ground-state Au5

+ cluster, has 1A1 electronic state and
C2v symmetry. When one Au atom in the most stable Au6

+

cluster is replaced by one Be atom, the planar 5 d isomer
with 1A1 electronic state can be obtained. Isomer 5b, 5c, and
5d are 0.12 eV, 1.40 eV, and 2.04 eV higher in energy than
the 5a isomer respectively.

Starting at n06, the lowest-energy structures of AunBe
+

clusters show appearance of 3D geometries. The 6a isomer,
which has 2A electronic state and Cs symmetry, is proved to
be the most stable isomer for Au6Be

+ clusters. Another 3D
structure 6b isomer with Cs symmetry can be optimized as a
stable structure, and it is less stable than 6a isomer by
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Fig. 1 The lowest energy structures of Au+n+1 and AunBe
+ (n01–8) clusters, and some low-lying isomers for doped clusters. The yellow and green

balls represent Au and Be atoms, respectively
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0.18 eV. Isomers 6c and 6d are proved to be two planar
stable structures for Au6Be

+ clusters, and both of them have
the same 2A′ electronic state and Cs symmetry, but the
former is 1.52 eV lower in total energy than the latter. The
6c isomer can be viewed as one Au atom cap on the 5a
isomer, and when a Be atom is bi-capped on the ground-
state Au6

+ cluster, the stable structure (6d) is yielded.
As for Au7Be

+ clusters, numerous possible initial geome-
tries are optimized. According to the calculated results, the
most stable isomer 7a, with Cs symmetry, can be viewed as
one Au atom capping on the 6a isomer. It should be pointed
out that this isomer (7a) is a 3D structure. If you take a good
look at Fig. 1, you will find that both the isomer 7b and 7d can
be viewed as two Au atoms bi-capping on the 5a isomer, and
both of them have the same 1A′ electronic state and Cs sym-
metry. When one Be atom replaces the center Au atom of the
ground-state Au8

+ structures, the planar 7c isomer can be
obtained. Isomer 7b, 7c, and 7d are 0.34 eV, 0.60 eV, and
0.77 eV higher in total energy than the 7a isomer respectively.

When the number of gold atoms is up to 8, we still find 3D
isomer (8a) is the lowest energy structure, which has 2A1 state
and C2v symmetry. It can be obtained by replacing the Au
atom that lies in the central position by an impurity Be atom
for the ground-state Au9

+ cluster. Isomer 8b and 8c look like
they have a similar structure, and they also have the same C2v

symmetry. However, their electronic state is different and the
former is 0.05 eV lower in total energy than the latter. The
planar 8d isomer can be viewed as one Au atoms bi-capping
on the 7b isomer, and it has 2A′ state and Cs symmetry. Other
planar and 3D isomers for the Au8Be

+, which are not dis-
played in Fig. 1, are significantly higher in energy.

According to the above discussions, one can conclude
that the ground-state structures of AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters
favor the planar structures for n02–5 and three-dimensional
(3D) structure for n06–8. Those results are quite different
from the neutral AunBe clusters that we calculated before

[35]. The Au-capped Au+n-1Be clusters, Be-capped Aun
+

clusters and Be-substituted Aun+1
+ clusters are three kinds

of dominating growth pattern for the AunBe
+ clusters. It is

worth pointing out that all of the ground-state geometrical
structure of AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters are not very similar to
those of the cationic pure gold clusters but so much like
those of the neutral AunBe clusters.

Relative stabilities

In order to investigate the relative stabilities of the most
stable AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters, we have calculated the
averaged binding energies Eb(n), fragmentation energies
ΔE(n) and second-order difference of energies Δ2E(n). Con-
sidering the influence of impurity atom on the small pure
clusters, all of the calculations above are compared with the
pure Au+n+1 clusters. For AunBe

+ clusters, Δb(n), ΔE(n), and
Δ2E(n) are defined as the following formula:

EbðnÞ ¼ EðBeþÞ þ nEðAuÞ � EðAunBeþÞ½ �=nþ 1; ð1Þ

ΔEðnÞ ¼ EðAun�1Be
þÞ þ EðAuÞ � EðAunBeþÞ; ð2Þ

Δ2EðnÞ ¼ EðAun�1Be
þÞ þ EðAunþ1Be

þÞ � 2EðAunBeþÞ;
ð3Þ

where E(Aun-1Be
+), E(Au), E(Be), E(AunBe

+), and E(Aun+1Be
+)

denote the total energies of the Aun-1Be
+, Au, Be, AunBe

+ and
Aun+1Be

+ clusters, respectively.
For Aun clusters, Eb(n), ΔE(n), and Δ2E(n) are defined as

the following formula:

Ebðnþ 1Þ ¼ EðAuþÞ þ nEðAuÞ � EðAuþnþ1Þ½ �=nþ 1;

ð4Þ

Table 2 Geometries,
symmetries, electron states,
and relative energies ΔE (in eV)
of AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters

Sym State ΔE Sym State ΔE

Au2Be
+ (2a) D∞h

2∑u 0 Au5Be
+ (5d) C2v

1A1 2.04

Au2Be
+ (2b) Cs

2A′ 1.30 Au6Be
+ (6a) Cs

2A 0

Au2Be
+ (2a) C2v

4B2 3.38 Au6Be
+ (6b) Cs

2A′′ 0.18

Au3Be
+ (3a) C2v

1A1 0 Au6Be
+ (6c) Cs

2A′ 0.24

Au3Be
+ (3b) C2v

1A1 1.58 Au6Be
+ (6d) Cs

2A′ 1.76

Au3Be
+ (3c) C2v

1A1 1.97 Au7Be
+ (7a) Cs

1A′ 0

Au4Be
+ (4a) C2v

2A1 0 Au7Be
+ (7b) Cs

1A′ 0.34

Au4Be
+ (4b) C2v

2A1 1.88 Au7Be
+ (7c) C2v

1A1 0.60

Au4Be
+ (4c) Cs

2A′ 2.41 Au7Be
+ (7d) Cs

1A′ 0.77

Au4Be
+ (4d) Cs

2A′ 2.65 Au8Be
+ (8a) C2v

2A1 0

Au5Be
+ (5a) C2v

1A1 0 Au8Be
+ (8b) C2v

2B2 0.11

Au5Be
+ (5b) D5h

2A1
′ 0.12 Au8Be

+ (8c) C2v
2A1 0.16

Au5Be
+ (5c) C2v

1A1 1.40 Au8Be
+ (8d) Cs

2A′ 0.23
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ΔEðnþ 1Þ ¼ EðAuþnÞ þ EðAuÞ � EðAuþnþ1Þ; ð5Þ

Δ2Eðnþ 1Þ ¼ EðAuþnÞ þ EðAuþnþ2Þ � 2EðAuþnþ1Þ;
ð6Þ

where E(Au+n+2), E(Au), E(Au
+), E(Au+n), and E(Au+n+1)

denote the total energies of the Au+n+2, Au, Au
+, Au+n, and

Au+n+1 clusters, respectively.
The Eb(n), ΔE(n), and Δ2E(n) values of the lowest

energy Au+n+1 and AunBe
+ (n01–8) clusters against the

Fig. 2 Size dependence
of the averaged binding
energies Eb(n)(a),
fragmentation energies ΔE(n)
(b), and the second-order
difference of energies Δ2E(n)(c)
for the lowest energy structures
of Au+n+1 and AunBe

+ (n01–8)
clusters

3558 J Mol Model (2012) 18:3553–3562



corresponding number of the Au atoms are plotted in Fig. 2.
We can easily get the features of the size evolution and the
peaks of the curves corresponding to those clusters having
enhanced local stabilities. For Au+n+1 clusters, the curves of
the Eb(n), ΔE(n), and Δ2E(n) values are all show an odd-
even alternation phenomenon along with cluster size, where
the clusters with odd numbers of Au atoms have higher
values than the clusters with even numbers of Au atoms.
This indicates a higher relative stability for the odd-sized
clusters. A visible peak occurs at n02. This hints that the
Au3

+ cluster is more stable than its neighboring clusters. For
Au3

+ the lowest-energy structure is an equilateral triangle
(D3h) (Fig. 1), which is also in good agreement with the
BP86 functional CCSD(T) calculations [50] and ion mobil-
ity/DFT calculations made by Gilb et al. [44].

For AunBe
+ (n01–8) clusters, the averaged binding en-

ergy is significantly higher than those of the corresponding
sized Au+n+1 clusters, reflecting that the stability of AunBe

+

is enhanced when Be is doped in the pure Au+n+1 clusters.
The curve increases smoothly when the size of AunBe

+

clusters increases from 1 to 5; then, it shows a slight even-
odd alternation when n>5. Therefore, a visible peak occurs
at n05, indicating that Au5Be

+ isomer is relatively more
stable than its neighboring clusters. It is interesting to de-
scribe the enhanced stability for the Au5Be

+ isomer due to a
closed electron shell in a simple delocalized electron shell
model. To examine the electron delocalization of Au5Be

+,
we have investigated the electronic structure and distribu-
tion of HOMOs. The Be atom forms extra σ bonding with
the Au atoms through an overlap between vacant in-plane
Be p obitals and valence Au s orbitals. This bonding inter-
action enhances the planarity of the cluster, because the s-p
overlap is maximized when both Be and Au atoms are in the
same plane. Another result of this in interaction is the
stabilization of the HOMO of Au5Be

+. The s-p overlap,
which is responsible for the bonding character between Au
and Be in the HOMO, has a stabilizing effect on the HOMO.
The curve of the fragmentation energies and second-order
difference of energies for AunBe

+ clusters almost have the
same tendency. Both of them exhibit strong odd-even oscil-
lations, indicating that odd-numbered gold doped clusters
are relatively more stable than the neighboring even-
numbered sized. Two conspicuous maxima are found at
n01 and 5. Accordingly, it can be indicated that AuBe+and
Au5Be

+ clusters possess higher relatively stability and are
magic clusters.

Electronic properties

We have examined the highest occupied-lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO) energy gaps, which re-
flect the ability of electron to jump from occupied orbital to
unoccupied orbital, and the results are shown in Fig. 3. The

HOMO-LUMO energy gaps (Eg) rely on the eigenvalues of
the HOMO and LUMO energy levels, and it is always
considered to be a significant parameter that reflects chem-
ical stability of small metal clusters. A large gap corre-
sponds to a high strength required to perturb the electronic
structure, namely a bigger gap indicates a weaker chemical
activity. As shown in Fig. 3, the HOMO-LUMO energy
gaps of AunBe

+ clusters also exhibit an odd-even oscillatory
behavior when n≤5, namely, the clusters with odd number
of atoms have an enhanced chemical stability due to their
larger gaps compared with their neighbors. The electron
pairing effect can explain the oscillatory trends. The odd-
sized clusters have an even total number of valence elec-
trons and the HOMO is doubly occupied. The electrons in a
doubly occupied HOMO have stronger effective core poten-
tials because the electron screening is weaker for electrons
in the same orbital than for inner shell electrons. The clus-
ters can more easily acquire an electron in the open-shell
HOMO of the system with odd-numbered electrons than in
the LUMO of a closed-shell system. That is in contrast to
the Au+n+1 clusters which have the opposite features.

Then the curve decrease sharply when the size of AunBe
+

clusters increases from 6 to 8. We can also find the magic
clusters, AuBe+ and Au5Be

+ clusters, which have a partic-
ularly large energy gap. It means that AuBe+ and Au5Be

+

clusters possess dramatically enhanced chemical stability,
which is in accord with the above analysis based on Eb(n),
ΔE(n), and Δ2E(n). Especially when n05, there exit the
largest energy gap difference (2.447 eV) between the
AunBe

+ and Aun+1
+ clusters, reflecting that the chemical

stability of Au5Be
+ is enhanced dramatically when Be atom

is doped into the pure Au5
+ clusters. Based on the above

discussions, we can conclude that the AuBe+ and Au5Be
+

cluster can be seen as the building block of the novel
material for its large relative stability and strong chemical
stability.

Fig. 3 Size dependence of the HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of ground-
state Au+n+1 and AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters
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In order to probe into the localization of the positive
charge in AunBe

+ clusters and investigate reliable charge-
transfer information, the natural population analysis for
the lowest energy AunBe

+ species have been calculated
and the results are summarized in Table 3. From Table 3,
it can be clearly seen that the beryllium atoms possess
positive charges for n01, 2, 3 and negative charges for
n04 to n08. Those results quite agree with the neutral
AunBe clusters that we calculated before [35]. While the
gold atoms have positive charges all the time. It suggests
that the charges in corresponding Au4-8Be

+ clusters trans-
fer from Aun frame to the Be atom. Furthermore, we find
an interesting relationship between the Be-Au bond length
and the charges of Au atoms. In identical cluster, when
two Au atoms have the same distance to the Be atom,
they will have the same charges. This may suggest that
the charge distribution is dependent on the symmetry of
the cluster. Furthermore, in order to understand the elec-
tronic properties further, we have performed a detailed
analysis of the onsite atomic charges of Be atom in
AunBe

+ clusters. The charge of 2s, 2p, and 3s states for
Be atoms in the most stable AunBe

+ clusters are shown in
Table 4. It is shown that the 2s states have electrons 0.71–
1.03, while the 2p states with 0.23–2.20 electrons. For the
contribution from the 3s states, it is zero for n01 to n04,
and starting at n05, the 3s states begin to contribute 0.01
electrons.

Polarizability

It is well known that the static polarizability is a measure of
the distortion of the electronic density and can provide the
information about the response of the system under the
effect of an external static electric field. It is very sensitive
to the delocalization of the valence electrons and structures.
As we all know, electron correlation effects are important
for electric or magnetic properties. It is now well established
that relativistic effective are important not only for inner
atomic shells, but through relativistic direct, indirect and
spin-orbital effects for valence shell as well [51]. Therefore,
relativistic effective for polarizability cannot be neglected
and has been included for our calculations. The average
static polarizability is defined as: [52]

ah i ¼ axx þ ayy þ azz
� �

=3: ð7Þ
In the current work, the polarizabilities for the lowest

energy structures of Aun+1
+ and AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters
are shown in Fig. 4, and the plots of the beryllium-gold
clusters polarizabilities along with the linear fit are shown as
a function of n in the inserted figure of Fig. 4. As shown in
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Fig. 4 Size dependence of the polarizabilities for the lowest energy
structures of Au+n+1 and AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters

Table 4 The charges of
2s, 2p, and 3s states for
Be atoms in the most
stable AunBe

+ systems

Q (e)

Cluster Be-2s Be-2p Be-3s

Au1Be
+ 0.88 0.23 0

Au2Be
+ 1.03 0.55 0

Au3Be
+ 0.75 0.97 0

Au4Be
+ 0.84 1.42 0

Au5Be
+ 0.80 1.27 0.01

Au6Be
+ 0.73 1.71 0.01

Au7Be
+ 0.71 1.54 0.01

Au8Be
+ 0.72 2.20 0.01

Table 3 Natural charges
populations of the lowest energy
AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters

Be Au-1 Au-2 Au-3 Au-4 Au-5 Au-6 Au-7 Au-8

AuBe+ 0.886 0.114

Au2Be
+ 0.402 0.299 0.299

Au3Be
+ 0.254 0.179 0.179 0.388

Au4Be
+ −0.289 0.321 0.324 0.321 0.324

Au5Be
+ −0.102 0.300 0.115 0.271 0.300 0.115

Au6Be
+ −0.480 0.228 0.140 0.342 0.140 0.287 0.342

Au7Be
+ −0.293 0.195 0.141 0.332 0.144 0.144 0.141 0.195

Au8Be
+ −0.982 0.170 0.170 0.170 0.211 0.170 0.439 0.211 0.439
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the figure, we can find that the polarizabilities of cationic
gold cluster increase as a function of cluster size n, modu-
lated by these linearity, up to n08. Thus, in the Aun+1

+

clusters the electrons are more strongly attracted by the
nuclei and their electronic structure is more compact. The
minimum polarizability principle (MPP) states that any sys-
tem evolves naturally toward a state of minimum polariz-
ability [53, 54]. By applying the MPP to chemical reactivity,
those clusters with the local minimum polarizability are
more stable than the neighboring clusters. Two obvious
minimum occur at n02 and 8, indicating that the Au3

+ and
Au9

+ cluster have enhanced electric stability, which is in
accord with the above analysis.

For the Au and Be atoms, our calculated values were
34.0 and 42.9 a.u., respectively. Our results are in reason-
able agreement with the reported experimental estimate of
39.1±9.8 a.u. [55] for Au atoms and the theoretical value
of 45.09 a.u. [56] for Be atoms. The value for the Au
atom was smaller than that for the Be atom, which was
due to the enhanced screening of the s electrons by the d
electrons in Au atoms. The values of ah i for AunBe

+

clusters almost display the same trend with cationic gold
cluster. Overall, ah i increases as a function of n, modu-
lated by these oscillations, up to n08. It is almost along
with the liner variation y038.087x. Otherwise, the curve
of ah i displays an obvious minimum occurs at n05, which
indicates that Au5Be

+ isomer has dramatically enhanced
electric stability than its neighboring clusters. This result
is also in accord with the above analysis.

Conclusions

The geometrical structure, growth-pattern behaviors, rela-
tive stabilities, electronic properties, and polarizabilities of
the small size AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters have been investi-
gated systematically by density functional theory at the
PW91PW91/GENECP level. All the results are summarized
as follows.

(i) The geometrical optimizations indicate that the ground-
state structures of AunBe

+ (n01–8) clusters favor the
planar structures for n02–5 and three-dimensional (3D)
structure for n06–8. Au-capped Au+n-1Be clusters, Be-
capped Au+n clusters and Be-substituted Au+n+1 clus-
ters are three kinds of dominating growth pattern for the
AunBe

+ clusters.
(ii) The calculated binding energies, fragmentation ener-

gies, second-order difference of energies, and the
HOMO-LUMO gaps of AunBe

+ clusters show the
same odd-even alternation tendency with cluster size.
It indicates that AunBe

+ clusters with odd-numbered n
are relatively more stable than the neighboring even-

numbered sized. AuBe+ and Au5Be
+ clusters are tested

to possess higher relatively stability and enhanced
chemical stability.

(iii) Our natural population analysis (NPA) results show
that in identical cluster, if two Au atoms have the same
Au-Be bond, they will have the same local charges.
Moreover, polarizabilities of AunBe

+ clusters depend
sensitively on the cluster size and an obvious mini-
mum occurs at n05.
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